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CHRONICLE N°26 
 

The trauma of the origins 
& The world of the three 

Shortly before his death in 1963, Aldous Huxley confessed about his book Brave New 
World: “I had projected this new world at a distance of six centuries, and I find myself 
pretty terrified to realise that many of these prophecies have come true in one 
generation.”


Already in his time, he had imagined and anticipated that people would come to worship 
their oppressors, and to adore technologies that would destroy their ability to think. 
Indeed, here we are! In not even thirty years, the disintegration of the 3rd density of our 
world has accelerated in unimaginable ways, to the point that only the elders could 
perceive this decline and understand its preludes.


As we knew it, this world with its paradigms, its rules, its laws, its principles and its stupid 
and obsolete beliefs, is about to go to pieces, since the energy of transition towards the 
New Earth (a new reality) is increasing day by day. For those who are sensitive to it, its 
effects are now becoming clearly perceptible.


Henceforth, the new is about to be born, since completely unprecedented experiences lie 
ahead. Among them, we are offered the opportunity to experience a new strength: that of 
the “triplicative” sexual energy. Concretely, this “triplicative” reconnection consists of an 
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energy connection through the upper heart center of several soul/mind individualities 
stemming from a same future center of consciousness: theirs! 


We are therefore talking here about a “forbidden subject” which, not only has always been 
censored by all religions, but still remains misunderstood by human society, its science 
and its linear belief system that deeply ignores the real existence of missing links: genetic 
codes disappeared in the human being through their ignorance of the effects of sexuality. 
On a hyperdimensional level, their sexual behaviour would come from other life forms 
related to their genome and would be proven either by the involution of the individual on 
his timelines of the past, or by his evolution in other space-times of his future.


Despite appearances, sexuality, or shall we say the essence of “original sexuality”, 
therefore remains a universally misunderstood and taboo topic since it addresses “what is 
beyond duality”, that is the deep essence of sexuality in these next worlds.


The trauma resulting from the polar separation between the individual and his true Self, at 
the root of the male/female duality-based couple sexuality, occurs at the time of 
incarnation, that is to say of the fall into worlds of density. And it is on the basis of this 
primordial trauma that the current matrix system of our world of duality of 3rd density has 
been established and organised. 


Then, what are we actually going to talk about?


We are led to reveal our understanding of these multiple psychological and emotional 
traumas that have been programmed through sexuality, then got impressed in the human 
unconscious since these famous Nephilim/Anunnaki predators “descended from heaven”, 
seeded human women’s genome with their “extraterrestrial semen”, concealing altered 
genetic codes. For these predatory entities have corrupted the natural and legitimate 
exchange of sexual energy within humanity, just by making Man believe in “the prohibition 
of pleasure and flesh”. Religions have then made a cardinal sin out of it and invented a 
ground for confession.


Those who have the ability and intelligence to understand this will have been able to  
perceive how “human principles and customs” took part in this physical and psychic 
manipulation of relations between men and women. They will also have noticed that since 
“forever”, because of their religions, humans were suffering from the separation from their 
higher Self: their cosmic double, the wholeness of their Being.


This primordial separation had first resulted in the energy differentiation of bodies, that is 
in the extreme separation and polarization of the masculine/feminine gender (feminine 
pole: negative / masculine pole: positive), thus causing the trauma of origins. This 
“original” fracture was induced during the descent of the entity to the 4th level, then its fall 
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into a “lower world” with short cycles and bipolarized vibratory frequencies: the 3rd 
density – sexual bipolarities existing only very rarely in higher worlds.


The human, ignorant of the matrix dynamics of 3rd density, therefore spends entire lives 
seeking his energy counterpart resulting from the separation from his original Beingness, 
the asexual or androgynous ONE, Namlú’u or IS-BE! However, the “reptilian gods” 
predators of the human to the service to his individual Self, had only left him a “perverted 
sexuality” in order to overcome this separation from his energy counterpart. And for him 
to be forced to “fill this void”, he was led towards dual, venereal and perverted 
relationships with others.


According to Anton Parks, creator gods have shaped modern human. But some of these 
reptilian gods have modified him so that in 3rd density, he is separated from his higher 
Self. Nevertheless, with Enki’s complicity, some Amasutum (geneticist creatures of female 
polarity) had manipulated Ugubi’s genetics (primates/apes) to create Ukubi’im – a project 
of genetic modification of Ugubi/primates inspired by IS-BE/Elohim – so that in their 
future, their intelligence and their consciousness can progress.


Other genetic manipulations inspired by IS-BE/Elohim inhabiting reptilian bodies will lead 
“much later” to modern Man, some of whom will be able in their own future to reconnect 
with their great Self, their creative consciousness, in other words, the original IS-BE 
essence of their Beingness. This perfect primordial human, the androgynous Namlú’u 
carrier of both potential sexual polarities, had been imagined and assembled by the 
different breeds of “creators”, according to their different powers and qualities. These 4-
meter Namlú’u, beings with multidimensional capacities endowed with a higher 
consciousness of 6th density, were the guardians of our planet before the evil Anunna/
Nephilim gods penetrated the astral planes of our solar system. These guardians had 
migrated to higher densities and dimensions of vibrations, as these Nephilim arrived on 
Earth.


"[...] they (the creators) fashioned a creature by linking their powers from one to another, 
those with which they had been endowed. Each potency furnished a quality conforming 
to the image that they made of it psychologically. Thus they created a being modelled 

after the perfect Primordial Man [i.e., the Namlú'u]."

Nag-Hammadi Manuscript, The Secret Book of John, Codex NH2-1 ; 28


Quoted in https://www.antonparks.net/humans


However, “at that time”, these reptilian life-creator Amasutum probably inhabited a long-
cycle planet of 4th density and had the knowledge of “parthenogenetic magic” resulting 
from pluripartnered, female-only sexual exchanges. Their asexual mode of reproduction 
without fertilisation was thus exclusively carried out by reptilian females, without male 
intervention – the eggs developing without being fertilised by male gametes. Their world 
of energy, exclusively feminine, was certainly resulting from thoughts and non-dual 
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psyche of the IS-BE center of consciousness, endowed with their 6th density creative 
consciousness.


Therefore, the universe of Amasutum was that of the matriarchs, life creator and planner 
geneticist mothers. Their reality of 4th density, a world with exclusively female polarity, 
was therefore organised according to principles of non-violence, in a society with 
feminine homoerotic mores and a completely antagonistic ethics to that of their Gina’abul 
males. The latter, rather predatory and destructive of worlds in nature, inhabited another 
area in the Universe, very far from that of their feminine/female counterpart. 


Such societies, exclusively led by feminine principles, existed in 
Antiquity in 3rd density on Earth. The poet Sappho who lived in 
the seventh century BC on the island of Lesbos, is well-known for 
having expressed in her writings her attraction to women (hence 
the term “sapphism” to designate female homosexuality and that 
of “lesbian” for the females inhabitants of the island). Her 
literature and history confirm the traces left by such homoerotic 
communities, much more cultured and spiritually evolved than 
ordinary men-women bipolar sexual societies.


In 2nd density as well, some reptilian species are known to have populations totally or 
partially composed of parthenogenetic females, that is to say conceived without any male 
intervention, although they can exist.


But in Atlantis, the idea of the dual sexual activity, that is, only between male and female 
partners, was magnified, sublimated and idealised, since it was a hidden relic of 
primordial duality which constituted one of the “false secrets” of these male Anunna/
Nephilim gods; a secret that was to be revealed only to the initiates at the end of times. In 
other words, the concept of man/woman duality, and the idea of good and evil in their 
sexual relations – automatically causing karmic retrocausality loops –, simply became 
beliefs induced in the astralized memories of the soul (human beliefs) by the “masters of 
the hyperdimensional corpus”, that Lizzie reptilian patriarchal elite which, nowadays, still 
governs the planet.


We therefore had to understand that the Namlú’u (the perfect primordial human) were 
totally asexual beings. But by genetically separating them into two sexual polarities, the 
“god” Enki had nevertheless ensured that his own prototypes would be able to reproduce 
sexually, while gradually developing their autonomy to gain the Knowledge of the initiates. 
The initiation into the “Secret of the Giš” or the “Secret of the Dark Stars” refers to the 
eternal feminine and the importance of also developing homoerotic exchanges and 
shares of the feminine sexual/creative energy and between females in order to bring back 
a new creative balance in the earthly society.
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Enki’s gift of sexed reproduction made to Men, Enki being originally asexual as well, is the 
reason why society and especially the Bible, have turned sexuality into a complete taboo; 
genetic alterations through sexual relations with some non-human entities requiring to 
remain hidden from human understanding and science. Biblical narratives produced to 
deliberately distort this reality have inspired the image of a temptress and sinful “Eve”, 
created long after the male human being, as a kind of by-product next to him. In this way, 
religions have tried to hide the result of this genetic manipulation in legends and liturgical 
accounts.


Since then, sexual deviances inspired and led by the Nephilim incarnated in human 
bodies have caused modifications in the human genome for million of years, making it 
almost impossible for the individual to reconnect to his double, his own higher Self. It is 
thus to understand that the thought programs of these beings “from elsewhere” have 
entered the ordinary human’s psyche and intelligence. Even for the human being 
endowed with a soul-spirit, these psychic programs are generally undetectable if the 
latter does not commit to a path of quest for Knowledge to progress in intelligence and in 
consciousness. However, as the end of a cycle becomes clearer, and as some individuals 
are slowly joining their energetic double, most often in the shape of an incarnated or 
gendered  “Namlú’u” or “IS-BE” hyperdimensional counterpart, these human beings can 
now begin to heal the parts of their genome “violated” or mutilated by these beings, and 
still remaining in the astral realms.


In parallel, the Anunnaki/Nephilim – these hyperdimensional Nazi predators back in our 
world through the Ukrainian dimensional portals – continue to revel in the chaos they are 
causing by this 3rd World War mainly between the United-States, Europe, China and 
Russia. They will try and succeed in destroying the worlds manifested by the higher 
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creative forces (those of the feminine and life-creator geneticists), since their mission is to 
generate new experiences for the astral of the next 3rd density or to push humanity to 
transit in 4th STS density.


In the meantime, in our still current reality of 3rd density and as usual, the official bodies 
with all their knowledge and their sciences still remain completely ignorant of the 
consequences of the change of density and the looming matrix modifications for this 
world. Official sciences are therefore still very far from recognizing the consequences of a 
true sexual exchange and even less understanding the energetic and liberating effects 
resulting from the conscious practice of a real sexuality between consenting partners – 
including female homoerotism (desire between individuals of feminine gender or polarity, 
including with the man endowed with a highly developed female energy and without 
necessarily sexual intercourse) –,  since these sciences can not yet conceive, nor even 
perceive the vibratory frequencies of this “in-between two worlds” produced by these 
genuine sexual exchanges. This intermediate state on which all the possibilities of reality 
open and rest, causes new phenomena already noticeable in space-time, or even non-
physical movements, with the consequence of altering our time perception.


The Angel warned us this way: apart from the “perpetuation of the race in 3rd density”, the 
sharing of sexual energies calls for the energy of the three for its passage in 4th density. In 
the future, this new combination will bring a new balance in the already formed couples/
pairs. Therefore, you will no longer be able to conceive sexual polarities that are simply 
dual in the reality of 4th density, since there will henceforth be three forces! In 3rd density, 
the father, the mother and the child already formed a triangle. That energy triangle was 
necessary, since it represented the highest form of development of the tripolarity. But it 
will be quite different in 4th density, since you have already been led to experience an 
extra dimension in your exchanges and the energy force of this third person will establish 
through their “third” polarity, a new psychic balance in the “coupe-le” .
1

Creation also reveals this three as the third state of matter expressing itself by the 
unstable gravity waves, and which return to establish (restore) the balance in the creation 
by the establishment of a new density of reality. This third state of matter resulting from 
this new configuration of consciousnesses, constitutes in its plasma state a new potential 
for the next world.


This plasma state, this “plasma” in which these famous UFOs also transit (themselves 
being plasma-like objects according to the densities and dimensions they cross), 
represents antimatter worlds which, for you humans existing in this 3rd density, are a new 
past and future potential of reality. This third state of matter also evokes these realities 

 “A couple” translates into “couple” in french as well. Using the language of the goslings, as you 1

pronounce this word, you hear “coupe le” which means “cut it”. Therefore, we would be led to 
learn to cut all the toxic attachment links remaining in the couple relationships.
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accessible to true shamans, those Wave travellers who explore these other worlds in 
which your alter and your other disembodied Selves evolve.


But while waiting to regain all these abilities that are still recorded in your genetics, you 
need to understand that before that, your current world will face the “great reset” of its 
dual polarity material reality. This natural “great reset” will also lead to changes in many 
other areas (measurements, perception of time, chemistry, how to feed and communicate, 
etc.) And sexuality, the subject at hand in this text, will also progress far beyond this 
duality. Thus, sexual exchanges within couples chained in their duality and commonly 
compelled and formalized by marriage, will slowly become obsolete. For many, sexual 
exchanges will clearly progress towards the balancing energy of the three, in other words 
towards a new paradigm of creative energy exchange and sharing, this time determined 
by the upper heart and sexual center, almost “specifically female”.


Extract from Chronicle 17 :  


The genuinely human individual endowed with a soul in need of vital energy, does 
not draw it from others like soulless entities happen to do. But he obtains this vital 
energy, thanks to the higher sexual center located in the middle of the body, which 
is a zone of penetration of creative energy connected to the higher energy source 
of 7th density. 

This sexual center thus represents the magnetic center directly linked to the 7th 
density. It is the one which expresses the universal Consciousness by its creative 
beats, that is, unstable gravity waves which, depending on the circumstances or 
influences you experience, validate or adjust your reality.

It is therefore the real “sexual chakra”, that of communication (“communal-sex”), 
and which is interactive with the other centers! It always remains active, since it is 
the higher center of creative energy whose beats are in accordance with the 
situations that occur in your outer environment and that stimulate the 
corresponding magnetic center.

It must be known that those magnetic centers which constitute the soul ties can 
connect to each other according to circumstances, interactions, or other things 
that come under an expressed or experienced truth.
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Diagram of the shepherd’s crook configuration of the energy centers 

The middle sexual center (red point)  
is the one that moors the soul to the body


The lower centers correspond rather to the STS urges

The higher centers fulfill the STO orientation of the soul


In the previous chronicle, we revealed that it was impossible for a human of 3rd density to 
“pilot” an UFO/STS transdimensional spaceship, when he lacked his “energy force 
partners”. In other words,  the pilot of such a "technology" would need "partners of 
consciousness" of similar frequencies, who by the energetic connection of their thoughts 
could manage to master such a transdimensional technicality.


Nevertheless, to travel in space-time “aboard such a spaceship”, things remain of a 
completely different order for the moment. Because having nothing material, such a 
technology (that could be imagined and depicted as a spheroidal or ovoid space 
protected by its plasma and produced by a group consciousness), would manifest itself 
by the coherence of the upper sexual energy center of at least three partners connected 
to their center of consciousness of 6th density oriented to the Service to Others. A 
partnership of this kind, formed by at least three individuals completely balanced in their 
minds, body, intuition and senses stemming from their higher consciousness, could 
already make them travel through time and overlap densities. It would constitute what 
some authors define as the “perispirit” (semi-material or plasma envelope of a spirit or 
group of spirits).


But as frequencies of resonance of these three individual consciousnesses are not yet 
fully harmonised – a balance which indeed remains for the moment far from being the 
case for humans aiming to land on the New Earth –, these trans-density time travels do 
not yet seem possible. However, so that one day you can realise their possibility, it is 
essential as the Cassiopaeans also say, to search and to find examples of the impact or 
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importance of the Law of the three. Not only to convince you of its efficiency, but also to 
accelerate the rehabilitation of your intelligence and consciousness on non-dual esoteric 
new basis. 


You can then guess the relation that exists between sexuality, or rather the sexual 
triplicativity, and its influence on such a ship! And you will have understood: this living 
ship, this perispirit, is to be compared with a psychic phenomenon “materializing” by a 
sort of collective Merkabah. Just like the Kantekkians who had been transferred to Earth 
by their other Self/alter of the future, the survivors of Atlantis, in order to change density 
of existence, had been brought to Europe by crews composed of three “IS-BE from the 
future” entities (including, probably Urmah/LEO of STO orientation 4th density, future and 
higher human individual consciousnesses).


These three entities, fully coordinated and bound together by the triplicativity of their 
thought center and their creative upper sexual center, already managed to stabilize, 
propel and orientate their plasma ship/Merkabah in all dimensions of space and time, 
thanks to the strength of their energy and psychic balance. This kind of time travel will be 
possible and will become one of the skills which will be restituted to you after your 
transition to STO 4th density. 


Remember that time travel was described by Anton Parks in the Book of Nuréa, when the 
couple Éa’am and Pistès, travelling in their Zida quantum machine, created space-time 
problems and overlapping realities due to the desynchronization of their binomial 
consciousness centre. At that moment, their center of consciousness was built on the 
separation of male/female polarities to the Service to the Self, causing emotionality 
because of their attachment to the principle of duality, of the couple, of the two.


This issue in energy fluctuation by the “two”, leading to a desynchronization of time lines, 
will be solved in the future, when the stability of the three will have formed. This base of 
three, the balancing triplicativity represented by the third character, leading to the 
beginnings of the Service to Others, will thus become necessary to start traveling in time. 
It would master the three modes: the static condition in space, the dynamic conditions in 
time and the neutralizing force or catalyzing buffer energy, ensuring the maintenance of 
balance on all planes and at all levels. This third force is often beyond human observation, 
because of the bipolar character of their psyche.


Question to the Angel: 

As we understand it, after being imagined by consciousnesses of 6th density, STO 
ships are not “manufactured” as UFOs in 4th density are, yet they can be densified, 
materialized and look like them. Is this idea correct? 
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If you want to imagine the features of a STO transdimensional ship, you will first have to 
put aside the more or less fanciful descriptions of Anunnaki/Nephilim UFOs, coming from 
the STS reptilian worlds. The “STO ship” concept is still elusive for the human being of 3rd 
density. Moreover, it is also the case for entities of STS 4th density that are not yet really 
open to the idea of the soul journey to the Service to Others.


A STO ship would rather appear like a plasma energy sphere moving between densities 
and dimensions; a kind of Merkabah or orb, not individual such as you already know it, 
but rather as an orb-egg, a living ship containing all the genetic codes of the physical, 
vital and mental body of each of the three individual entities or “body-sould-spirit” that 
compose it. (cf. Chronicle 17)


These different bodies of physical, vital, mental energy (this time devoid of astral 
emotional), then constitute these much-vaunted centers of consciousness that, for 
example, are each time called differently during the Cassiopaean transcripts (Honilée, 
Hollenoaea, Keleeinaea, Koripfqek, Soinorqaque…). 


This Merkabah, a vehicle of psychic energy which the human being would see as a 
spherical or ovoid form (if only he could perceive it), facilitates the teleportation of his 
bodies in the different densities and their journeys between dimensions. This expedition/
journey is realised by the genome migration of the three individuals composing this 
triplicativity (that is to say the genetic codes of the three souls and their physical 
extension) protected by their consciousness bubble, their perispirit, through higher 
densities. These three individuals, reunited by their common center of consciousness, are 
sometimes called “Wanderers”, the much-vaunted Wave travellers who explore and read 
the informational waves (images, sounds, smells and sensations) produced by the 
realities they pass through.


Their spiritual-energetic bubble/vehicle hence allows the transfer, then the crossing in all 
dimensions and densities of these worlds in which their souls are reunified in a single 
center of consciousness. This spiritual ship therefore represents as such, a technology of 
teleportation in space and time!


At the final ascension of these three individuals towards higher densities, a kind of 
teleportation or transition of all their genetic codes, begins with the magnetic suction of 
their material bodies by this technology of towing beams, that ignorant humans can see 
under UFOs. Thus, these ships/technologies of energy transfer are not means of transport 
as conceived by humans. They are a translation process leading to higher levels of reality, 
themselves determined by the frequency of resonance of the three entities (or more) 
composing this “spiritual ship”/UFO.


Then, this sort of “STO UFO” absolutely does not “work” like this nuts and bolts 
technology still far too primitive, made up by the consciousnesses of STS 4th density, but 
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these perispirit/STO ships are only intended to travel between densities and dimensions 
in order to explore and observe them. (cf. Chronicle 25).


This ascension of your genetic and energetic bodies towards higher densities is recorded 
in the Bible and corresponds to the moment when the “risen” Christ, Mary and Mary 
Magdalene ascended to heaven. Actually, the ascension, the abduction of a 
transdimensional triplicativity by their Merkabah, takes place on the same occasion, but 
religions have made them very distinct events and celebrations, so that the human cannot 
link them to the collective, natural and progressive phenomenon of the density change 
which “awaits” him.


Let’s go back now to the relationship between sexuality and these much-vaunted UFOs/
Merkabah! And to understand how this technology of time travel combines with sexuality, 
and is dependent on sexuality, you first have to admit that human sexuality was 
reprogrammed after the fall of Atlantis, when the Nephilim/Anunnaki of STS 4th density 
coming back in your solar system and taking advantage of the windows between 
dimensions, penetrated “your human world” with their own ships.


These openings in space-time, “wormholes” between your reality and theirs, created by 
their technology, also allowed these STS entities by bending time, to invest human 
psyche. Through this technology, these entities have been able to alter your perception of 
space-time. And as for the couple Ea’am and Pistès who travelled in their quantum 
machine, the Nephilim/Anunnaki moved by their dual consciousness, such as the desire 
for conquest, possession and power over others (that is to say of the Service to Self), 
generated incidents in space-time and problems of reality entanglements. 


Obviously, their dual and bipolar consciousnesses were not reunited by a harmonious 
center of consciousness, such as the one of individuals who join together to serve others. 
Thus, taking advantage of this opening in space-time, these entities have in a way 
provoked a kind of virulent psychosis, a sort of chaos in your world which modified the 
reality of other entities/individuals and spread by the psychic egregore of your humanity, 
through the morphogenic field.


Also, to better understand the phenomenon of dimensional portals in the Universe, 
imagine (even if it is not exactly the case) that these wormholes represent a passage 
between your human psyche and the consciousness of the 6th density IS-BE. The 
Universe would then be comparable and stackable to the psychic system of the IS-BE 
you are at a higher level of Being and that is linked to yours through a similar mechanism. 
This perfect primordial Being is the consciousness of that androgynous Namlú’u who is 
connected to you, because you are and incarnate that Namlú’u already! This primordial 
Being is your hyperdimensional creator “I am” who exists on Orion and with whom you 
will merge with after your transition into higher densities.
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In the meantime, psychic entities predators of the human spirit behave like a virus 
contaminating the too vulnerable human consciousnesses, progressively reducing his 
intelligence. These unconscious and destructive psychic forces have a solid psychic 
reality, because they affect and modify the experience of yourselves. These nomad 
predators also wander and scatter in a non local way in the informational or morphogenic 
coherence field of the Universe, while mutually feeding and reinforcing the shaded areas 
of the human collective unconscious. However, you have to know that these entities, 
vectors of infection (negative thought-forms) do not travel like physical pathogens. Having 
a flaw in their system of psychic attacks, these negative thought-forms can only act in the 
dual worlds, which obviously in the ancient world, are generated by duality intensified by 
sexual bipolarity.


Then, knowing that sexual activities were reprogrammed in order to prevent earthlings 
from evolving towards their humanity of STO oriented galactic explorers, that they should 
have reached as their intelligence progressed normally, you can understand that these 
STS psychic predators are at the root of this reprogramming of the human energy 
centers. And they are, both at the astral level and at the 3rd density level, by constantly 
supporting and instilling limiting programs, that is to say all forms of programs which 
restrain not only creative sexuality, but also intelligent creative psychism.


“Negative” and “psychopathic” sexuality of the Service to Self is then started when 
partners give themselves over to sexual interactions of “possession” type, that is to say of 
domination/submission. One of the individuals experiencing humiliation, slavery and 
enslavement, the other experiencing pleasure through overpower and control over the 
first. Transfers of energy being stopped only if one or the other “is afraid of this 
possession”, in other words, fears being possessed, the desire for possession or the 
desire to be possessed.


This kind of sexuality generates the paralysis of the sexual energy centers and then, an 
insatiable appetite for a domination/submission type sexuality, because of the blockage 
of the heart center/superior sexual center. These consciousnesses of entropic or negative 
orientation will use the sexual resources of the three lower centers for assertiveness. 
Whereas individuals of positive orientation consciousness will use these same resources 
to increase the force of the affirmation of the Service to Others.


The triplicative sexuality is then a sort of special operation inspired by the higher 
authorities of 4th density to the Service to Others which you will be offered. Experiences 
by the magic of the three will then have absolutely nothing to do with “vulgar threesome” 
without any awareness of the consequences generated on the higher planes. In the 
ancient world of 3rd density, these morbid sexual games indeed continue to generate 
either separation from the other, or psychopathic-type control over the other. On a larger 
scale, “these sexual orgies and other plans” without any awareness of their implications 
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on the higher levels, generate for example more and more psychopathic acts within your 
governments and terrifying warrior actions within human society.


Also, when sexuality is expressed by a true sharing of desire, tenderness, this without any 
constraint, without any “perversion” or “control” over (or by) the partners, in other words 
when the sacral center (single partner relationship; orange colour on the schema above) 
and the solar plexus center (two or more partners relationship; yellow colour) polarize 
towards the center of the heart/upper sexual center (unconditional love, acceptation, no 
judgment, no fear and no guilt; green colour), this sexual path of sharing becomes a  
creative vibratory frequency and moves towards the path of the Service to Others.




Unlike the buddhist teaching of New Age or of 
certain traditional religions, the three lower 
energy centers , inc lud ing ind iv idua l 
relationships up to relations with many other 
Self (red, orange, yellow), are fully part of the 
energetic system of the new Man. None must 
be neglected in order for the upper sexual 
center ( in green), which finishes the 
shepherd's crook, featured in blue, indigo, 
then purple, to be able to fulfil its sexual 
function of worlds creator and planner. 

Dedicated to others in this way, sexual sharing takes place in the high vibratory magic 
since when it is carried out consciously, that is to say with ethics and respect, it connects 
the body to the mental/superior Spirit, and will generate contact with the infinite creative 
Intelligence. This sexual energy flowing through the body of the individual is regulated by 
the higher/future Self at the level of the skin, which is the organ most receptive to the 
electromagnetic energies transmitted by the higher worlds. Moreover, constantly reeked 
of its high electromagnetic energies, “your other partners/mirrors Self”’s skin generally 
arouses the desire to touch it, to caress it, since vibrating at the same frequency of 
resonance as your own Self, it can reveal to you certain bonds within the soul families.
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Thus, in 4th density, the most important is this upper sexual center powered by the three 
lower sexual centers. It connects Man to the cosmic plan through the vibration of 
pleasure, joy or happiness, since in the same way as thought, sexuality is not separated 
from the morphogenetic field. It only differs between its expression on the informational 
plane and its expression on the level of the densified planes, since within those ones, it 
becomes “acts” and “gestures” accomplishing in the multiple human dimensions.


At the level of the higher planes, this sexual energy has no human quality, yet it contains 
the secrets of the human being evolution. Originally, sexuality stood in for organizing 
human and social life on a collective level by giving to Man the sense of possession. It 
had to be used to progressively increase its form of consciousness, in order to be able to 
go beyond the binary or bipolar stage of the management of this energy. This, first by 
developing it within the couple, then to reach a much more complex level of a collectivity, 
then of a society.


Thereby, the STO candidate who will succeed in raising the sexual energy from his lower 
center (root center) to his upper sexual center (heart center), by reactivating his other 
lower energy centers (sacral and plexus centers), then by radiating this energy towards 
the throat center and the pineal center, will transform the state of his Self and his “new 
position” in society, in situations in which he will be able to merge with the other, or serve 
the other. It is then that he will finally be able to radiate his energy towards this other Self, 
without expecting any return or result.

See on this topic: Notebook n°24: Through giving, emerges the gift & Question of 
circumstance


Extract from Bringers of the Dawn – Teachings from the Pleadians, from Barbara 
Marciniak:


“Very deep inside the mechanism of sexuality is a frequency that can be attained 
that has been sought after and misunderstood by many people. It is called 
orgasm.


The orgasm has been distorted from its original purpose. Your body has forgotten 
the cosmic orgasm of which it is capable because society has taught you for 
thousands and thousands of years that sexuality is bad. You have been taught this 
in order for you to be controlled and to keep you from seeking the freedom 
available through sexuality. Sexuality connects you with a frequency of ecstasy, 
which connects you back to your divine source and to information.


Sexuality has been given a bad name upon this planet, and that bad name is 
stored in your cellular memory. This is not just from this lifetime; it is from 
thousands of years of misappropriation and misuse. It is necessary for you to clear 
the negativity surrounding sexuality from this lifetime, as well as to experience and 
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examine how you utilize sexual energy and sexual expression in your 
multidimensional selves.


The sexual parts of the body are avenues to pleasure that create frequencies that 
heal and stimulate the body and potentially lead it to its higher spiritual self. 
Sexuality is so misunderstood on this planet that, when it is exchanged between 
two persons, very seldom is there an intent to connect spirituality with it. Sexuality 
invokes a spirituality that is free and that looks at itself as a creator. However, very 
seldom is sexuality used as a bridge to take you to higher levels of consciousness. 
[…]


When you work one-on-one intimately, you develop trust. [And when you meet 
people who are well harmonized with your vibrations, you develop peace, 
tranquility and harmony within yourself.] Most of you have difficulty trusting 
yourselves because you don't have a role model for trust. You can learn about 
trust in a relationship because a relationship acts as a mirror for you, showing you 
what you cannot see from your own viewpoint. It shows you yourself outside of 
yourself when you have open communication within sexuality and deep intimacy, 
and when you are not using sexuality as a distraction for getting close. Many of 
you have used sexuality as a distraction and a way to avoid intimacy rather than to 
develop it. 


You begin to get energo and to look into one another's eves and to feel all hot and 
excited. Then, instead of exploring each other intimately and spiritually, you shut 
down your feeling centers, put on your armor, and have shallow, genital sex 
because it is too frightening and too intense to go the deeper route of full body 
and full spiritual connection. Sometimes hot sex feels great and is wonderful. 


We are simply saving that there is more. There is much more, and no one is 
keeping it from you except yourselves and the beliefs and fear you have of letting 
down your boundaries and walls.”


Question to the Angel: 

Is a “good sexual practice” essential to change density at the time of the passage of 
the Wave? 

To prepare to change density, it is absolutely essential that your body is in good shape 
and that you have accepted all the needs and aspects of your incarnation. Those which 
seem shameful or unpleasant to you as well as those that you would consider nice and 
pleasant. Your mind needs to be sane, devoid of shame, modesty, fear, guilt, rivalry, 
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scruples, jealousy… It must be free from any emotionality. Thus, that’s where your 
sexuality comes into play. If you want to switch to 4th density with your current physical 
body, your energy centers will have to be fully functional and your DNA intact, 
rehabilitated and complete. (About the importance of DNA integrity in the transfer of 
density: see the story of the Beast of Gévaudan – Cf. Dialogue n°39).


A “good sexual practice” respects an absolute ethic: that of self-respect and that of the 
respect for others. This is because on the cosmic level, sexuality is not only a vibration of 
pleasure and joy, it is much more than that. In 6th density, it becomes energy shared and 
commuted by world-creator group consciousnesses. And when sexuality is voluntarily 
shared and is not suffered or imposed (that is to say there are no victims of sexual abuse 
like in the worlds of STS 3rd density), sexual relations become a frequency that not only 
provides individuals a lot of pleasure and benefits, but greatly raise their vibratory 
frequencies.


Creator beings of pure consciousness express their respect, their fraternity, their 
interdependence within the center of consciousness they form, through vibrations of love 
and communion. Their exchanges of  “vibrations” are completed and materialized in your 
world through true sexual exchanges. The orgasm that you experience during your 
encounters is then transposed into higher worlds by the creation of a new dimension of 
reality. Therefore, when humans of the New Earth engage with joy and creativity in their 
sexuality, beings of 6th density receiving these vibrations emitted by the human’s upper 
sexual center, benefit from it to invent, create and give birth to other worlds.


You can now understand why, during the Atlantean period after the last invasion of the 
Nephilim, the human being’s sexuality became a gathering of psychic and psychological 
perversion, articulated by a subtle programming of the ego, thereby negating the true 
man’s creative power, since he has been cut off from his double: his future higher Self.


The secrets of this programming, mental manipulation techniques, are only beginning to 
be revealed. Since by depriving that man of his primary center, that of the pleasure of 
animal sexuality (thus with a body dependent on the collective consciousness) and while 
reprogramming his psyche towards the guilt of sexual act (the culpability ), STS predators 2

have in this way managed to paralyze all of the energy centers of the individual, who 
otherwise could have regained the full talents of his higher Self, his cosmic double, those 
of the Namlú’u that he was before the Anunnaki/Nephilim arrived on his planet. This 
corpus wanted to prevent the human being from individualizing by merging their mind 
with the new Man’s body, the human being of the future. It has therefore prevented all of 
their “natural and legitimate energy centers” from awakening.


 « Culpability » translates into « culpabilité » in french, which can be decomposed as follows : 2

«cu-pas-habilité » meaning « not empowered ass ».
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The human being had thus lost the use of these, and in this case the power of their upper 
sexual center which combined creativity, communication, visions and higher intelligence. 
The first three centers being legitimately integral part of the energetic and physiological 
system of the individual, the predatory corpus had nothing more to undertake than 
reprogramming the DNA of the human being endowed in their biological body of 3rd 
density, with genetics of animal and terrestrial origin, by making them believe that they 
were depending on a collective human consciousness.


This programming in the human psyche has generated the full emotional range linked to 
guilt, jealousy, fears, possession. Therefore, since the intervention of the Anunnaki/
Nephilim predators, the human genome has quite simply remained that of a slightly 
smarter animal!


However, facilitated at this end of cycle by the vibratory acceleration of the planet’s 
frequencies, and relearning to connect their intuition and their visions to higher planes 
realities, some human beings now cooperating with their doubles, gradually respond to 
magnetic pulses induced by the higher planes (higher centers of consciousness) and 
perceived by the creative sexual heart center.


Now, through this famous energy circuit of the shepherd's crook and thanks to these 
magnetic pulses, the human being could thus begin to progress towards their creative 
power and towards the Service to Others in 3rd density and for others, to prepare to cross 
the higher planes of 4th density of consciousness.


You will then understand that the primary sexual center, that of the man’s sexual activity 
with his animal physiology, had to be fixed, rebalanced, and then stabilized by the 
principle of the three. Since the binary system, that is that of the Service to Self matrix, 
being based upon the two, duality, bipolarity, marriage, couple (cut-it! ), will no longer be 3

“viable” in the higher worlds.


The current global planetary consciousness founded on this matrix of sexual bipolarity, 
this means of the two, having engendered a world to the Service to the Self, the new 
world will therefore progressively be brought to free itself through the three in order to 
progress towards the Service to Others.


The day will come when people will not “endure” sexuality anymore, will no longer live a 
forced and perverted sexuality through rapes, so-called marital duties, violence and 
sexual abuses of all kinds, in short, attempts to their psychic, physical and sexual 
integrity. They will be able to share and live their sexuality according to a superior 
consciousness, instead of enduring it according to the terrestrial collective 
consciousness, its emotional, its fears, its guiltiness, its shames, coming from all of the 

 See note n°1.3
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physical and non-physical bodies still inhabiting the levels of the astral, including the 
planes of death.


Only then will their sexual creative power no longer be parasitized by the predators of the 
mind, because from that moment on, this sexuality having become harmonious again will 
generate a very high vibratory rate, and can no longer be used “experimentally” in the 
human being in order to feed the predatory entities. This new sexuality of the Man of 
tomorrow will be much more balanced and fulfilling. It will become very creative, joyful, 
open and spiritual, as inhabited by the Spirit. It will be spontaneously part of the everyday 
life of the human, just like his other natural physiological needs. And it is even from then 
on that the humans, in the subtle part of their energetic bodies, will be able to start to 
create a new extremely active energy center! It is also from the latter, the energetic center 
of the throat, the one of wisdom, honesty, clarity, inspiration, that the true light/
information, the truth, will again be spread within the world.


It will become essential to coordinate the creative inspiration of the group soul, to 
configure its consciousness center and hence authorize the human to undertake his 
creative power on the subtle planes, this means to form potentialities of reality regarding 
management, harmonization and development of the future races.


According to the LEO consciousness center, the reality of the New World of 4th density 
will introduce this “triplicativity” as much on the sexual plane as in other domains. It will 
result in a modification of the extreme STS polarity in 3rd density, that is to say that of the 
“YY” psychopathy, the dominant patriarchate and destructor of worlds. Hence, the 
masculine’s destructive energy polarity will be lowered and reduced by the introduction of 
new codes in the human genome. Among other things, it is considered by life planners 
that its genetic is reprogrammed with a diminished Y chromosome, in order to lower the 
dominating and destructive urges of Man. Consequently, polarities will then be replaced 
by three sexual polarities instead of two:


-The strictly female individual – the woman XXx,

-The androgynous individual – predominantly female XXy,

-And the androgynous individual – predominantly male XYx.


The 19th of July 1997, the Cassiopaeans had announced this progression with:


A: Laura, my dear, if you really want to reveal “many beautiful and amazing 
things”, all you need to do is remember the triad, the trilogy, the trinity, and look 
always for the triplicative connecting clue profile. Connect the threes... do not rest 
until you have found three beautifully balancing meanings!!

  
Q: So, in everything there are three aspects?
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A: And why? Because it is the realm of the three that you occupy. In order to 
possess the keys to the next level, just master the Third Man Theme, then move 
on with grace and anticipation.


https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-19-july-1997.39312/ 


 
The Angel had also announced it through:


“As for you, all you have to do is to remember the trinity and continue to research 
the clues system leading to “triplicative” connections that transcend duality and 
connect you to each other to develop your creative energy. Identify these 
connections in the three domains: psychic, consciousness and genetics, until you 
have found three perfectly “balanced” common points. For when your 
unconscious (the Selves of the past) is connected to your subconscious (the Self 
o f t he f u tu re ) and then th i s subconsc ious connec ts to o the r 
“superconsciousnesses” on another level (the future higher Selves of the ones and 
the others), the internal connections between the individuals of a trinity 
complement each other and form a conduct towards the higher level to “give 
birth” to a higher souls’ group. From this point, it is no longer a question of 
continuing to believe in the “binary” duality of the ego’s world, but of beginning to 
experience the kingdom of the “Three” that you already occupy!”


In the same way as the concept of duality (the primordial separation or sexual 
polarization), the wave-particle duality also expresses, in quantum physics, the fact that 
light and matter, two vibratory states of the so-called opposed elements, would 
simultaneously represent wave and particle properties. Whereas when they are 
expressed, these simultaneous states of matter are purely of “pre or post-plasma 
consistency” or nature, a third state of matter which, even in sexual relationships, “opens   
the access” to antimatter, this means to potentials of realization in which all these 
phenomena of “alterisation”, differentiation, division or disjunction of realities happen.


Question to the Angel: 

The phenomena of personality dissociation that reappear through our new 
experiences of “triplicativity”, are they indicators of the progress of our souls, or are 
they only informers of psychic attacks of transdimensional origin? 

Before making this “reunion with the three” a reality, you often operated through your 
beliefs, in other words without relying on discernment nor reason. However, and 
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henceforth, it is thanks to this “triplicativity” (a center of consciousness formed by at least 
three individuals) that the Spirit gives you a way of breaking your everyday routine and to 
disrupt your linear thoughts. Which also means that if the intentions, the thoughts and the 
words of three individuals are well chosen and clarified, and that these three 
communicate in every situation, you will already make, within this trinity, a lot of progress  
in detecting the psychic influence of hyperdimensional or astral entities, either STS or 
STO orientated.


And as the human will open his mind to a psyche devoid of egotistical reflection and 
analysis (therefore not reflected by his personality) but totally intuitive and observer, his 
mental will force the ego (depending on the planetary consciousness egregore) to adjust 
to new frequencies, which in return, will induce new psychic perceptions.


These new forms of perception will in some way be indicative of another type of 
advanced awareness, without having to cogitate, to reflect, or think, which will establish 
and facilitate much more naturally the immediate and conscious interception of messages 
or thought-forms, that will simply be to identify as characteristics of a telepathy with his 
future Self. And as increasingly, this type of understanding starts to be assimilated, it will 
become more and more easy for the humans that you still are, to accept your real contact 
with systemic hyperdimensional planes.


You will then understand that consciousness only is the growing and infinitely wider field 
of telepathic activities that assure you a consciousness and continuous knowledge 
without having to think, cogitate and even to the extreme, to ask questions! This 
telepathic consciousness that you will start to develop is an exclusive and personal 
source of knowledge which instantly, will be added to the rational intelligence of Man, 
when the latter will be connected to and centered on his mental plane of non-reflection, of 
non-thinking.


This new form of telepathy will then naturally and spontaneously give him a large range of 
answers to the fundamental questions of life, as it will no longer stem from his analytical 
mind limited by appearances, form or the objective, materialist and pragmatic side of 
senses. However, this type of telepathy will quite simply stem from the alliance with his 
higher spirit, independent of the mortal plane and continuously readjusting. This spirit 
pursues its parallel evolution outside the consciousness of the human ego, therefore on 
the higher plane of 6th density.


This particular condition of the higher mental consciousness merging with the new men, 
will create a deep division in the knowledge of ordinary human beings inhabiting the 
Earth. Since the new human who will have become “telepath” will have a double mind: 
one which continues to think and question itself, and one that “receives or channelizes” 
directly. Such an enrichment of the consciousness will necessarily engender a human 
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race developing a mind which will consciously separate from the races that participated 
in the ego’s involution.


Question to the Angel: 

Our first experiences of triplicative energy were literally suggested to us, then 
confirmed by the symbol set that we briefly described in the previous chronicle, so 
be it! But how come these new energetic frequencies were also suggested to the 
group as a whole? 

For some of you, there were presages imposed by karmic games. And on the plane of 
collective consciousness, you have asked for an acceleration of the density change. You 
are therefore open and ready to assume new experiences for a faster mutation of your 
collective consciousness center. Symbol sets were then suggested to you in order to 
support you in new experiences.


People, whose psychic and vibrational faculties you had no suspicion of, have been 
placed on your path, in order to experience this new strength of the three and to learn to 
operate without resorting to linear logic. This “reason” would have led you to believe that 
the other one does not have the right appearance, the right age, the right abilities, the 
right affinities, the right energy… But it is precisely to knock these illusory details over 
built on beliefs, on appearances, on costumes… that henceforth, the Spirit offers you to 
break your thought routine and to make huge progress.


Since you have had to learn to communicate in “new situations” that are “three times” 
more confronting and complex to be seized by your “controlling egos”. Hence, your 
thoughts have become more and more sincere, your relationships and your interactions 
more authentic and warm. And that’s how you make enormous advances!


From now on, the experiences you will create in these three-way relationships will be very 
powerful, as they will prodigiously transform you. They will carry you in this way, as you 
will settle into a frequency resonance of joy and unity, and all the things that henceforth 
you will attract to you will be a return of that vibration.

Your planet is facing a problem of overpopulation in 3rd density, since people are 
incapable of living their sexuality in a more intelligent way, quite simply because they link 
it to procreation. They still experience it in an astral, emotional and bestial way, instead of 
living it in a more intelligent, creative, but animal form at the same time! It is therefore very 
difficult for the human being to realize himself in his sexuality, because understanding that 
his body has for origin an animal biology is already unconceivable for him! To consider 
himself as an “animal” induces in him a value judgment, when in reality the “animal 
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condition of sexuality” is simply the product of the activation on a lower plane, of an 
energy that originally comes from the higher cosmic planes!


In the reality of these completely etheric higher cosmic planes, therefore not manifested, 
there is then neither physical form, nor analytical thought-form (that comes from psyche). 
Only energy exchanges occur between the upper and lower planes. The worlds of matter 
resulting from the projection of these higher ethereal planes have become manifested in 
the densified realities, thanks to these exchanges of energy.


Sexuality is one of those forms of energy that circulate between these planes. It therefore 
becomes a physiologically vital need in the same way as breathing, drinking, sleeping or 
eating. Practiced in consciousness, it simply consists of absorbing a higher energy! 
Sexuality then becomes Knowledge, this means that it transforms into frequencies of 
resonance vibrations shared between individuals. That is why it is the only possible way in 
the physical worlds to really remind you who you are.


These exchanges of energy through sexuality are therefore frequency resonance 
vibrations that stem from superior planes towards the human being. And being unable to 
dive deeper into the frequencies of density, they also become “ultimate” or “terminal”, as 
they influence all the other energy centers of Man existing in these densified worlds.


Sexuality should therefore not remain trapped in the mind of the human, and even less in 
the emotional coming from the astral planes of the ancient world. Man having always put 
his “morality” in his intimate sexual relationships, he hence coloured them with his 
emotions, constantly falling back into the patterns belonging to the collective beliefs, 
therefore dependent on the astral planes. However, this type of sexual exchange, when it 
is not coloured by guiltiness (le cul-pas-habilité ) is extremely vital! Since if it is 4

accomplished without shame, without “moralizing” ulterior motives, it can become very 
creative. 


As a consequence, a sexual practice must be carried out with respect for others, as if it is 
shared in full trust, without complex, taboo or restraint, it becomes extremely powerful on 
the higher planes and increases the infinite power of “alchemical magic”.


Therefore, sexual energy must be respected, preserved, “channelized”, as it increases the 
infinite power of this “magic” accomplished by the consciousness of Man when he 
experiences part of the infinity of Consciousness in his sexuality. This energy, because it 
is above all managed and transmitted by his higher Self at the level of the skin (this 
means by his cosmic double of 6th density), leads the individual to feel the frequencies of 
the superior planes, thanks to an increased sensuality shared with his partner.


 See note n°24
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During his evolution in 3rd density, the secrets of sexuality were so hidden in taboos and 
interdictions, that no one could understand the transdimensional mechanisms that 
ensued. The individual could only guess or decipher them through symbolism and 
perceive what could be plotted on these different planes, only through pictorial 
representations. He was even forbidden to understand them, as he had not yet been 
authorized to lift the veil on the hidden mysteries behind true sexual exchanges, which 
could have “long ago” helped him to free himself from his memories.


In any case, the human of the future therefore have to learn to separate from his astral 
memories, one by one, alter after alter… and it will be his greatest initiation for the change 
of density! He will be obliged to go through this to become free again! Even at the level of 
his sexuality, as long as he has not visited, then went through all of his programmed 
memories in his psyche and embedded in his genetics, as well as in his unconscious, he 
will not be able to regain all his legitimate strength! Every individual will then be brought to 
follow the path of his soul to grow and develop his consciousness. New sexuality will be 
one of these means!


Also, in order to reverse the cause-effect mechanism, karmic influences have to be 
understood. And for the new Man to be able to find full consciousness of his 
individualized spirit again in order to merge with it, he will inevitably separate himself from 
the planetary collective consciousness of 3rd density, this means, from that of the ancient 
world. The “sexual relationships of a new type” will therefore be suggested to you as a 
means of releasing old karmic energies and so that this Man can transit towards new 
vibratory frequencies, highly harmonious and mutually more beneficial.


In your future triplicativities, each of you will bring frequential disorders or energetic 
occurrences to be resolved at a higher level, first within your collective experience, then in 
the middle of that of the “surviving human collectivity” of the future.


As members of a collective of information/light spreaders, you have each during your 
present incarnation, your personal difficulties to resolve. That is why you all carry distinct 
matrix-like programs. So you are all different. You therefore had to “spread” yourselves, 
“separate” during your incarnations in all eras, in all directions, in order to understand 
what the experience of being human represents. You had to cover the complete spectrum 
of human experience, so to determine at the cellular level, whatever had to be modified in 
the future.


You therefore had to perceive, see and understand how deep the sense of helplessness 
of the ordinary human is, how much the consciousness of human species has 
squandered then lost the feminine creative energy. This feminine that feels things and 
brings life to the planets, represents the creativity of the life planners, who retransmit to 
you their creative impulses within the creation. But these feminine energies have subdued 
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themselves to the constant masculine vibration, to give him the opportunity of ruling the 
worlds without developing feelings. Finally, every time, he destroyed them.


To summarise this overall process, you had to be brought to notice that in the movements 
of life and the Universe, the feminine consciousness was the bearer of magic and 
intuition. And whether on the physical plane as much as on the consciousness, this 
feminine has accepted to no longer have resorts to her intuition which could generate this 
magic. The indigenous peoples who lived in symbiosis with their planet knew the secrets 
of life, quite simply because they were themselves of a very feminized polarity. Their 
creative polarity has literally brought life to the planet, because on the third level real life 
emanates from the body of the woman and the feminine consciousness. As a 
consequence, by giving birth, by this delivery, women have become “bearer” of emotions 
and feelings.


Nevertheless, instead of bringing and feeding life on the planet by learning to assist this 
intuitive and creative feminine, the patriarchy (the “YY” psychopathic masculine energy) 
has created all forms of interdictions, laws, restrictions but also all sorts of medicine, 
drugs and addictions (including sex, entertainment, etc.), in order to numb his capacity to 
feel his emotions, his intuitive sensibility; therefore to perpetuate his ignorance of the laws 
of intuition and its magical repercussions for human being. Since, as long as this “YY” 
male can not feel life in others, the latter has no value in his eyes; the military corpus and 
the great infanticidal criminals being the best examples of this absence of human and 
creative consciousness. Whereas if he could feel this life and participate in its creation 
and liberation, he would learn to appreciate it. The ardor of this life, its experimentation, 
its vivacity is “Knowledge”, and sexuality constitutes an essential element of this 
Knowledge! It is one of the energy frequencies of true life.


Given the fact that the frequencies of life on Earth change, that consciousness changes 
and sexuality as well, the latter will make possible to stabilize these new vibrations in your 
nervous system and psyche. But if your energy centers are not perfectly operational and 
well balanced thanks to the management of these new sexual energies, these 
informations will not be able to penetrate your reality in order to participate in the 
transformation of that of your planet and for which, through you, the IS-BE or the Namlú’u 
are committed to support you.


You are therefore really those working in your present to modify past time lines, in order to 
create their new future. You are therefore already the ones you will be in this new World!


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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